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Flexcoat Opts For Two ROTOCONTROL RSP
Single Pass 100% Security Inspection Machines
Machines will benefit the Brazilian Converter’s 100% inspection of pharmaceutical labels

Ahrensburg, Germany (February 24, 2012) – ROTOCONTROL today announced another two
machines sold into Brazil to Flexcoat Produtos Auto-adesivos, a highly regarded company in the
Brazilian Label Market. Ordered were two RSP Single Pass 100% Security Inspection Machines,
subsequent to an on-site visit from Marcelo Zandomenico, of MZ Maquinas, the ROTOCONTROL
Agent for Brazil and Michael Aengenvoort, Business Development Manager for ROTOCONTROL.
The ROTOCONTROL RSP series machines are built with an extremely small footprint (only 1.2 x
2.6 meters of floor space plus the moveable control panel) and are specifically designed for
compliance with the most demanding security label inspection and finishing applications. Flexcoat
plans to run 100% inspection of pharmaceutical labels and other production runs with their two RSP
finishing machines investment.
“The production intended for the RSP inspection machines requires secure inspection, including
re-inspection when labels are reworked. We evaluated other alternatives, but opted for
ROTOCONTROL as their machines are solidly built and fully integrated with the latest inspection
technology. The re-inspection mode will assure our Pharmaceutical customers 100% compliant
product" commented Nilson Barrantes, Managing Director of Flexcoat.
Located in the city of Louveira, Flexcoat has two modern coaters responsible for self-adhesive
laminating which accurately controls all features of the company’s products during manufacturing.
Flexcoat manufactures products specific to each customer’s need and in markets including
pharmaceutical, automotive, food, cosmetic, fridge, and electronic. Acrylic and hot melt adhesives
(rubber) in various weights, front film and paper, polyester liners, and glassine and couche paper
are offered. Flexcoat is ISO 9001 certified by Bureau Veritas Quality International (BVQI).
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RSP Single Pass 100% Security Inspection Machine

About ROTOCONTROL
ROTOCONTROL designs and manufactures leading edge inspection, slitting, rewinding and die
cutting finishing machines for the narrow web industry. Available globally, ROTOCONTROL offers
machines from smaller basic rewinders to feature rich, sophisticated models with multiple options.
All utilize S-Drive Servo Technology enabling maximum web control for the most delicate film and
foil materials. Headquartered in Ahrensburg (Hamburg), Germany ROTOCONTROL maintains the
highest level of product quality through ease of use, absolute control and flexibility.
ROTOCONTROL is the partner of choice in the finishing of label products.
Speed is Nothing without Control.
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